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INGREDIENTS:

Place the simple syrup, bitters, water
and bourbon into a lowball glass and
stir until the drink is homogenous.
Once that’s done, add a large
whiskey stone or ice-cube to the cup
to keep your cocktail cool.
Finally, squeeze an orange peel over
the glass to extract its aromas and
oils, sliding the outer part of it around
the rim of the glass and then
dropping it in.

1.

2.

3.

½ tsp zero calorie simple syrup
3 dashes of bitters
1 tsp water
1.5 oz bourbon

Orange peel
Cherry

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Bourbon and bitters served on the
rocks with an orange slice, the
old-fashioned cocktail exudes a
suave 19th century feel with its
lingering citrusy, malty taste. Old-
fashioned, as its name implies,
predates cocktails themselves,
having been first introduced at a
gentleman’s club in Louisville
Kentucky. Beginning as a drink for
men amongst other men, there’s a
clear reason for its sustained
success in the cocktail world.
Subtle, and sweet, zesty and
smooth, it’s a glamorous drink
that, with only a minor amount of
adjusting, can become less than
110 calories per serving and taste
just as good.

A traditional old-fashioned
requires two or more sugar cubes,
a wicked addition to the drink,
significantly upping its calorie
count. The secret to a healthier
home-made alternative is in zero
calorie simple syrup.

At this point you can add your cherry, but
either way, you’ve got yourself a mighty,
manly liquor that contains no more than 104
calories. It’s a distinguished drink you can
have guilt-free with almost no prep, what’s
not to like!

OLD-FASHIONED
CALORIES: 104  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Place your gin olives on a skewer and
carve out your optional lemon twist.
Next, add ice to your mixing pitcher,
combining with equal parts gin and
extra dry vermouth.
Stir or shake the mixer, (depending
how much 007 you have in you), and
pour the drink into a cocktail glass.
Balance the olive skewer on top of
the glass with the lemon twist
garnish and serve it immediately.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1 ½ oz gin
1 ½ oz extra dry vermouth
Crushed Ice
Gin Lemon Olives

Lemon twist

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

An iconic staple of any James
Bond film is the vodka martini. The
dry martini, taken either shaken or
stirred, uses gin and vermouth to
prick the palate with bright, yet
bitter and savory flavoring. Having
become a symbol of the Roaring
Twenties, the beverage’s origins
remain unclear. You’ll hear a
myriad of myths about it, like how
it was first made in the Occidental
Hotel in San Francisco or at a bar
near a mineshaft, sold in
exchange for a miner’s gold
nugget. If it isn’t for its grassy,
fruity, bitter flavor profile, you’ll
love it for its toppings; lemon,
olives and sometimes even
onions, at around 130 calories per
serving, you’re getting a
delectable taste of history.

The fifth, unspoken step is to drink it, the
martini is extremely generous with flavor,
and if you’re drinking it for the first time,
brace yourself. Packing a powerful punch,
it’s a herbaceous cocktail with a light to
medium body.

DRY MARTINI
CALORIES: 132  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine 1 part sweet vermouth with
3 parts rye whiskey, bitters and ice in
your mixing pitcher.
Pour the concoction into a cocktail
glass, garnishing with an optional
orange peel and red cherry.

1.

2.

1 ½ oz rye whiskey
½ oz sweet vermouth
2 dashes of bitters
Ice cubes

Orange peel
Cherry

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

One Manhattan is alright. Two is a
little too much, and three isn’t
enough! A top pick during
prohibition, the Manhattan
appears to have come about as a
successor of the iconoclastic
Martini. A tiny island off the coast
of Germany, Föhr, purportedly
serves one of these at every bar,
coffee-house, and soup kitchen
there is. Sweet and tangy, but
without sugar, the Manhattan is as
copious in its floral and herbal
aromas as it is industrially
intoxicating. If you tend to steer
away from the bitter, acid flavor
of other historic cocktails, the
saccharine taste of this beverage
might just entice you to have it as
a go-to drink you can easily make.

The high proofing on vermouth
brings out its sweetness for
minimal calories. Drinking a
Manhattan with the right
purchases means low sugar, low
calories and high expectations. A two step process, you’ll find a true beauty

in your end product’s simplicity. The depth
of flavor that the rye whiskey provides,
counteracts the sweet vermouth with an
aged, grassy, peppery sting. If you’re both
conscious of your waistline and of the
temptation of a smooth, palate cleansing
drink, then, at 127 calories per serving,
you’ve just found the perfect compromise.

MANHATTAN
CALORIES: 127  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine your mint sprigs and stevia
sweetener in your mixing pitcher,
crushing the contents with a muddler
until you can smell a hearty mint
aroma.
Add the bourbon and half of the
crushed ice. Churn the mixture until
homogenous and frosty.
Pour the drink into a highball glass or
traditional silver cup for bonus
points, adding the rest of the ice and
whatever leftover mint you have.

1.

2.

3.

 2¼ oz bourbon
1½ packets stevia sweetener
4-5 mint sprigs
2 cups crushed ice

DIRECTIONS:

A Southern Belle’s delight and a
Northerner's guilty pleasure, with
its smooth as silk bourbon and
mint, the Mint Julep is a Kentucky
classic. The drink was born just in
time for America’s day of
independence, giving the New
World the fresh and minty start it
needed. If you fear this cocktail’s
calorific, sugary reputation, you’ll
be surprised to hear that it began
as a medicinal prescription
stomach aches and coughs.
Today, we’re all well aware that
those therapeutic qualities are all
but true. However, though often
prepared as sugary and syrupy,
with a preemptive touch of
planning, you can easily make this
Kentucky Derby drink of choice as
healthy as can be.

So what’s the secret? Stevia, a
South American plant with a
1,500-year history in cuisine,
creates a natural sweetener of the
same name. Containing zero
calories, and sugars that can’t be
metabolized, substituting syrup
with this herb, not only lowers the
calorie count, but brings with it, a
more enhanced, intense fruity
flavor.

At 147 calories, this cocktail has a rather low
calorie count and the bonus of keeping your
breath minty, fresh, clean and ready for
work tomorrow.

MINT JULEP
CALORIES: 147  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine all but one of your mint
leaves, lime juice and stevia, in a
mixing pitcher. Crush the contents
with a muddler or a spoon until the
mixture has a rich mint scent.
Fill the glass with ice, vodka and a
club soda.
Pour the drink into a Collins or
highball glass and garnish with an
optional lime slice and mint leaf.

1.

2.

3.

1 ½ oz vodka
2 tbsp lime juice
4 mint leaves
Crushed ice
2oz club soda
Pinch of stevia

Lime slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

The Mojito, like its birthplace –
Havana, Cuba – is a timeless
cocktail, trapped in the vibrant
azure of the 1970s party scene.
Ernest Hemingway’s favorite drink
and a bartender’s nightmare, this
cocktail is so moorish, that it’s the
namesake of a psychological
instinct. It has been noticed that
once someone is spotted with a
Mojito, the amount of orders at a
bar increases exponentially,
causing mint shortages behind the
bar and a balmy barkeep as a
result. With this beverage, you’re
guaranteed sweet and citrusy, as
for the rest of the flavor profile, it
really depends on whether you're
drinking vodka or white rum. If
you like notes of citrus peels,
cracked peppercorns and cacao
nibs, then this vodka concoction is
the one for you. So pick your
poison, between white rum or
vodka, and drink up!

A traditional mojito needs a
sugary foundation, but if you’re on
a calorie budget, a trusty pinch of
stevia sweetener is the perfect
compromise.

Lime slice or no lime slice, you’re guaranteed
the luxury of a syrupy, sweet cocktail with
none of the health caveats attached. At 109
calories you’re drinking a fruity Cuban staple
without the added stress of a tightening belt
buckle.

MOJITO
CALORIES: 109  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add the tequila, lime juice, water, ice
and optional agave syrup into your
mixing pitcher and shake until the
contents are combined.
Once this is done, wet the rim of your
cocktail glass with lime and add the
Margarita mixture.
Smear a pinch of kosher salt around
the rim of the glass to take the edge
off and serve immediately.

1.

2.

3.

1 ½ oz tequila
2 tbsp lime juice
¼ cup water
¼ tsp orange extract
Crushed ice

Pinch kosher salt
1 tbsp agave syrup

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

This cocktail seems to epitomize
that “Summer in Tijuana”
sensation like nothing else can.
Tequila, served with lime juice and
kosher salt, the saline and the
citrus combination masterfully
taking its alcoholic edge off. It’s a
haute-couture concoction to
accompany you in one of those
vibrant, unending nights. The
Margarita, a victim of its own
success and simplicity, doesn’t
have a commonly agreed upon
origin story. Between a Hilton
hotel intern in Maine to a love-
struck bartender in Rosarito,
Mexico, the sheer number of
people that claim the Margarita’s
legacy is a testament to it’s
perfectly concocted tangy taste.
The good thing is, that with less
than a half-dozen ingredients and
a tinge of improvisation, you can
home-brew a serving of it that
tops out at just over 100 calories!

So how do you make it healthy?
For one, factoring out the triple
sec, is a major contributor to the
calorie-count. A delectably sweet
liqueur, you’ll find that just one
shot of this spirit can take you up
to 225 calories. And, though triple
sec inarguably adds to the bitter
sangria overtones of the drink,
you’ll find that adding pure orange
extract and upping the dose of
tequila is a perfect compensation
that you might just prefer to the
original thing.

And now, from 3 easy steps, you’ve got a
drink with minimal calories and maximal
flavor. Remember, if you’re adding the
optional agave syrup, you’ll be drinking
significantly more calories.

MARGARITA
CALORIES: 104  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add the strawberries, light rum, lime
juice and orange extract and blend
until all of its lumps are gone.
Taste the mixture to see if it’s sweet
enough, if not, add the zero calorie
simple syrup and a little water to
make it more digestible.
Pour the cocktail into a glass through
a sieve to remove the strawberry
seeds and garnish with a
complimentary strawberry for style
points.

1.

2.

3.

6 strawberries
1 tsp lime juice
2 tbsp light rum
¼ tsp orange extract

1-2 tbsp zero calorie simple syrup

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Strawberry season spans 20
weeks, from May to October,
giving you a huge window of
opportunity to drink this classy,
fruity and lightly spiced cocktail.
Contrary to its current feminine
stereotyping, the Daiquiri was
made and named after a Cuban
iron mine. Workers at the mine-
shaft would be rationed this
cocktail to distract themselves
from their grim and troubled
circumstances. With America and
Spain at war over the nation,
stocks of food and gin began to
run short. However, trusty light
rum, no doubt in abundance
because of the pirates that
scourged the island, began being
used in drinks, hence the creation
of the strawberry daiquiri.

The daiquiri we make today is
incredibly sweet, and so the best
way to make what you’re drinking
healthy is to replace it with zero-
calorie simple syrup.

And now you’re left with an inexorable,
intoxicating smoothie.

DAIQUIRI
CALORIES: 93  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine the gin, lemon juice and
sweetener in a glass, stirring
thoroughly to combine.
Next, pour in the seltzer and ice-
cubes.
Garnish the glass with a lemon slice
and drink up!

1.

2.

3.

1 ½ oz gin
2 tbsp lemon juice
1 packet stevia sweetener
8 oz seltzer
Ice cubes

Lemon slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Have you seen Tom Collins? A
common quip in 19th century New
York was to approach a friend and
tell them that a man by that name
had been badmouthing them
behind their back. Insulted, the
victims of the prank would go to
the bar in search of confrontation.
When they would ask the
bartender about Tom Collins, they
would receive a gin cocktail and a
healthy dose of humiliation. The
gag went so far that the even
New York times wrote a post
containing false sightings of Tom
Collins in bars. As much trouble as
people went to get their friends to
order one of these, you really
don’t need that much convincing.
Gin, derived from juniper berries
tastes like pine and a carefully
chosen selection of herbs and
aromatics. With its sweet, fizzy
and refreshing yet bitter taste, the
“Gin & Tonic” can only hope to
come second in the list of the best
things that can happen to your
gin.

All you need to get this drink
down to 120 calories or less, is to
replace your sugar with stevia
natural sweetener.

And now, you’re left with a drink dignified
enough to give a maestoso twirl in your
hands before you indulge in its flavors.
Healthy, home-made, distinguished and
delectable, try this recipe out with the most
snobby visitors, and you’ll leave them with a
shut mouth and a pine aftertaste, now have
a go yourself!

TOM COLLINS
CALORIES: 117  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine all of the ingredients above
excluding the cocktail cherry to the
mixing pitcher.
Stir the cocktail, don’t shake it, and
strain the contents into the cocktail
glass of your choice
Add an optional cherry as a finishing
touch and serve immediately.

1.

2.

3.

1 oz gin
½ oz sweet vermouth
¾ tsp maraschino liqueur
2 dashes of Angostura bitters
2 dashes of orange bitters

Cherry

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

With a bold, complex and lightly
sweet profile, it’s no surprise that
the Martinez cocktail stood the
test of time. An ancestor of the
Martini and Manhattan, this born
and bred New York drink is an
honorable testament to the city it
was born in. Traditionally served
using sweet Italian vermouth, the
consistency of a Martinez can
sometimes feel thicker than
water, with a minty, piney bitter
finish. This drink, when first made,
marked a new era in cocktails,
transforming the older, boozy
sweet drinks into dry, savory
alternatives like the Negroni.

And at only 101 total calories, it’s a
complete miracle! With gin being
so low in calories and a majority of
the flavor being carried by the
bitters, the drink doesn’t really
contain extra calories.

With or without that garnish, you’re
consuming yet another prohibition favorite
with all the same herbal, nutty and funky
flavors you could find in it back then. You
can now enjoy a casino-fit cocktail curled in
your favorite home armchair and only a half
dozen ingredients. So put your mouth where
your money is and make one of these at
home!

MARTINEZ
CALORIES: 101  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine the sugar and cinnamon in
a mortar or small bowl.
Moisten the rim of the cocktail glass
with the lemon wedge and lather the
sugar and cinnamon onto the
borders.
Place this glass in the freezer for 10
minutes, this should allow the
contents to harden, making them
insoluble to the rest of the Sidecar
cocktail.
Add the apple brandy, cointreau and
lemon juice to your mixing pitcher
and shake thoroughly to combine.
Finally, fill your pre-prepared cocktail
glass with the alcohol and garnish
with a stylish, curled orange peel.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

1 oz apple brandy
Ice cubes
1 oz Cointreau
1 oz lemon juice

¼ tsp ground cinnamon
¼ tsp fine sugar
Lemon wedge
Orange peel

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

A marriage of sweet and sour
flavors, the sidecar is a hearty
drink, perfect for keeping the
body warm in the frosty Winter
months. Cointreau, a liqueur made
from sugar beet alcohol and bitter
orange peels, gives the drink a
smooth yet firm orange flavor. A
more extravagant and complex
alternative to triple sec, you’ll find
that it couples adeptly with the
bright green apple, honey
cinnamon and caramel notes of
the apple brandy. The drink was
first made at the Ritz in New York
for a sidecar riding Army captain
who needed something strong to
warm him up before dinner. The
name stuck and popularity grew.
Today, the sidecar unsurprisingly
remains a staple of American bar
and hotel culture for those with a
boozy sweet tooth.

Whether you decide to pimp the rim of your
cocktail glass with crystal sugar and
cinnamon or not, you’re getting a drink fit for
the Jazz bars it was first drunk in.

SIDECAR
CALORIES: 168  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Place all of the liquid ingredients and
stevia sweetener into a mixing
pitcher and shake thoroughly.
Strain the mixture into a glass,
decorating it with a lemon slice to
give it its signature look.

1.

2.

1 ½ oz whiskey
1 ½ oz lemon juice
1 ½ oz water
1 packet stevia sweetener

Lemon wedge

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Equal parts whiskey, lemon juice
and water, garnished with an
optional lemon wedge.
Straightforward, tried and trusted,
this critically acclaimed cocktail
has a simple recipe and is the
perfect way to start and end your
evening. If you’re making a
whiskey sour at home, the good
news is you get to decide what
sort of whiskey suits you best. If
the signature sting of a well-aged
charred rye whiskey is your sort
of thing, then feel free to use it.
And if a less aggressive, smooth
vanillary oak bourbon is more your
speed, then your drink’s going to
be all the better for it.

The traditional bar bought
whiskey sour contains sugar, and
the key to maintaining the drink’s
calorie count to a healthy amount
is in replacing that sugar with
stevia. Now, the only digestible
sweet stuff you’re drinking is the
fructose from the lemon juice. So
you can keep the acid sweet taste
of a whiskey sour all at the price
of 112 calories!

And that’s the entire recipe. The whiskey
sour is a 2 step process (without counting
the drinking) giving you an iconic,
heartwarming cocktail by your very own
sitting room fireplace.

WHISKEY SOUR
CALORIES: 112  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour the campari, gin, sweet
vermouth and optional bitters into a
mixing pitcher, stirring for 30
seconds to combine.
Strain the mixture into a lowball
glass, adding a large ice cube or
whiskey stone to keep it cool.
Garnish the glass with an orange
slice. Consider using a blood orange
if it’s in season!

1.

2.

3.

1 oz gin
1 oz sweet vermouth
1 oz campari
Large Ice Cube

Orange slice
Angostura Bitters

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Paraphrasing a 1940s report on
the Negroni, the bitters are great
for the liver but the gin’s terrible,
making it a perfectly balanced and
healthy drink. Not a cocktail for
the faint of heart, the Negroni
doesn’t have any ingredients to
dissolve the intense flavor of the
sweet vermouth and campari
present within it. Clove, rhubarb,
cinnamon, cascarilla, campari’s
bittersweet body is much easier
to pin down. With a signature salty
liquorice aftertaste, this cocktail is
divisive to say the least. You
either love it for its punchy, smoky
aroma or find it muddled,
overwhelming and tough on the
palate. Either way, there’s no
better way to test that out than
making a low calorie version in the
comfort of your own home.

The Negroni comprises a group of
cocktails that paved the way to
drier drinks than the previous era.
And so, that comes with the
added benefit that you don’t need
to change a thing to make the
drink reach under 150 calories. Yet another cocktail to add to the list of

suave, and smooth swirl-worthy beverages
that bring you back all the way to the late
1940s. The Negroni might just be an
acquired taste, but with a nutritional blurb
like that, it’s available for anyone wanting to
give it a try.

NEGRONI
CALORIES: 149  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Place the simple syrup, ginger and
water in a saucepan, leaving them to
simmer at medium heat for 10 minutes.
Cool the mixture in the fridge for an
hour, and use it within the next 2 weeks
for the best possible taste.
Add the diet ginger ale, vodka, lime
juice and ginger syrup you just made to
your mixing pitcher and stir until
homogenous.
Finally, place the cocktail mixture in
with ice and a bed of crushed mint
leaves.

1.

2.

3.

4.

½ cup peeled ginger
2 cups water
1/3 cup zero calorie simple syrup

2 oz vodka
½ oz lime juice
½ oz ginger syrup (above)
4 oz diet ginger ale

Mint leaves

Ginger Syrup (2 servings):

Moscow Mule (1 serving):

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

An iconic copper mug filled to the
brim with a thick concoction of
vodka, lime and ginger is a
surefire way to know you’re
ending your day right. From the
Portuguese mule, Tuscan, Oslo
and Mistletoe mule this one
cocktail seems to have a variation
for every village in America. A
classy drink to be enjoyed over
hors d’oeuvres before a meal, the
moscow mule offers a delightfully
fizzy, citrusy, boozy taste sure to
leave you wanting a second
serving. And, the good news is,
with a touch of recipe creativity,
you can make the recipe for one
that adds up to only 134 calories
per serving.

The secret to a healthy moscow
mule is to use zero calorie simple
syrup to thicken and sweeten the
cocktail. Keep note that the
portions given for the ginger
syrup are for 2 total servings.

The slightly lengthier prep process, though
daunting, is definitely worth it. Though you can
buy your own ginger syrup, or skip that part of
the process altogether, it leaves you with a
much richer, much thicker and much better
mule to make for friends and family.

MOSCOW MULE
CALORIES: 134  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Cut a slice of fresh lime and chop it
into quarters.
Place it at the base of your drinking
glass of choice and lather on the
simple syrup.
Top the glass with ice and cachaca
and garnish the rim with another lime
slice to finalize the cocktail.

1.

2.

3.

Fresh lime
1 tsp zero calorie simple syrup
Crushed ice
2-3 tbsp cachaca rum

DIRECTIONS:

National cocktail of Brazil, the
caipirinha is another booze brew
that came about as a medicine
before being recreational. Served
with honey, lemon and garlic,
Portuguese paramedics would
treat sufferers of the Spanish flu
with this Brazilian delicacy. You’ll
notice that the current branding of
the caipirinha has changed a
slight bit since then. As it stands
today, this beverage remains a
hidden gem in the cocktail world.
An authentic mojito spin-off, the
cachaca rum in this drink offers a
new, rich and unique flavor palate.
Aged with Christmas spices and
baked fruit, the drink gives hints
of coffee and other smoky savory
aromas. Cachaca is often
described as tequila if it was
derived from sugar cane
molasses, offering the same
aftertaste and undertones.

With a count of only 70 calories
per serving, this recipe takes no
shortcuts to becoming the
healthiest cocktail on this list.
Zero calorie simple syrup replaces
the use of honey in the drink,
offering the same sweetness,
richness and thickness to the
drink.

That should only take you 3 well spent
minutes and as long as you need to drink
what you’ve just made. Unusual in mouth
feel and flavor profile, the prototypal taste of
cachaca isn’t quite like any other rum and
takes a little while getting used to. But with
the low calorie, high flavor combination it
provides, you’ll get used to it quickly and
your belt buckles will love you for it.

CAIPIRINHA
CALORIES: 70  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour the rum, pomegranate flavoring,
lime juice, orange and almond extract
into a mixing pitcher and shake until
homogenous.
Pour the mixture into the highball
glass, adding ice and pineapple
sparkling water. Garnish with an
optional fruit slice and serve before
the ice melts.

1.

2.

2 tbsp white rum
1 tsp lime juice
4 tsp pomegranate flavoring
½ tsp orange extract
¼ tsp almond extract
Ice cubes
½ cup sugar free pineapple sparkling
water

DIRECTIONS:

There’s a reason the Mai Tai
comes from the Tahitian word for
“excellent”, it combines all the
tang of tropical fruit like
pineapples with the mild yet
utterly irresistible taste of white
rum. Light-bodied, soft and
sweet, white rum is a
quintessential part of any Mai Tai.
It works to enhance the nutty,
fruity, zesty aromas present in all
the non-alcoholic ingredients,
complimenting and
complementing the drink. The Mai
Tai has, since its inception, been
the poster child of Tiki culture, a
motif that encourages wild
escapist Pacific islander
decorations and a sentimental
Polynesian theme. Though the
drink reigns from Hollywood
California, many exotic nations
have adopted the drink in resorts
and local bars alike.

Despite almost all of its
ingredients seeming like
gourmandize, most of them are
either present in insignificant
amounts or available with a sugar
free alternative. Most importantly,
pineapple sparkling water,
comprising half of the drink, can
easily be found free of sugar,
leading the drink to only set you
back about 55 calories per
serving.

And with that, you’re primed for
consumption!

MAI TAI
CALORIES: 55  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add all of the ingredients except the
ice into a mixing pitcher and shake
thoroughly to combine.
After about 30 seconds of shaking,
strain the cocktail into your glass of
choice and add some ice cubes.
Garnish the drink with a lime slice for
a fancy finish.

1.

2.

3.

2 tbsp light rum
2 tbsp dark rum
1tbsp lime juice
1 tbsp zero calories simple syrup
1 tsp orange extract
½ tsp passion fruit flavoring
Ice cubes

Lime slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

A post World War II America saw a
severe depletion of whiskey and
bourbon stores at a time where
celebration drinks were definitely
in order. With rum in vast
abundance, bartenders got
creative and so the hurricane
cocktail was born. The contrasting
flavors of both light and dark rum,
lets drink expertly provide the
best of both worlds. The subtle,
more neutral flavor of the light
rum is carried by its more
powerful, full-bodied dark rum
alternative. Subtle and refined, yet
heavy and malty, all the alcohol
needs is something to take the
edge off. Simple syrup and exotic
tart flavoring from the hurricane’s
passion fruit extract, gives you
something sweet, smooth and
luxurious, reaching no more than a
cost of 106 calories.

As is the trend with most of these
cocktails, the secret is in the
xylitol sweetener of your zero
calorie simple syrup. The only
sugar you're getting is the trace
amounts in the rum molasses and
the concentrated fructose in your
orange extract, leaving you with
less than 110 paid calories per
serving.

Spiced, full-bodied, sweet and refreshing
cocktails don’t sound easy to make and
come by, but this hurricane of a drink takes
no more than 3 minutes to make. Pick the
rum you think suits you and experiment, is
this your new go-to cocktail?

HURRICANE
CALORIES: 106  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add your rum and bitters to a mixing
pitcher, squeezing in the juice of your
fresh lime.
Shake the mixture and strain it into
an ice filled lowball glass.
Fill it up with ginger beer and garnish
with more lime to decorate.

1.

2.

3.

1 oz spiced rum
1 oz dark rum
1 fresh lime
Ice cubes
1 cup diet ginger beer

1 dash of Angostura bitters

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

The Bermuda Triangle, a
treacherous land shrouded in
mystery and legend has long been
infamous for its reputation as the
shipwreck capital of the world.
The story goes that after a 91 day
voyage to this reef, the weary,
parched sailors of a British crew
used the last of their stores of
rum and combined them with the
local ginger beer. It doesn’t seem
like much good has come from
Bermuda since, but this 18th
century stumbled-upon cocktail is
a definite exception to the rule.
The dark rum of the Dark and
Stormy, owes its malty, smoky-
sweet flavor to its arduous yet
worthwhile aging process.
Combining the cinnamon and oak
undertones of the spiced rum and
trusty ginger beer, the final
product makes for the perfect
fusion of citrus, vanilla and
molasses.

Making this cocktail join the sub
150 calorie club is a simple
question of opting for diet ginger
beer instead of the high-calorie,
sugar rich alternative. Your
filtering out the sugar but keeping
the tang that comes with it, take
out the bad, bring in the good!

A drink to have at your abode in a
thunderstorm to set the mood, at 131
calories, you can easily take a couple
servings of this drink without worrying about
the impact it’ll make on your daily calorie
intake. Loved by sailors and land-lubbers
alike, cross the rhumb line and have a taste
of the dark and stormy, a mariners delight.

DARK AND STORMY
CALORIES: 131  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Juice your grapefruit and limes into
your mixing pitcher, stirring in your
stevia and tequila to combine.
Rub a trace amount of lime juice
around the rim of the glass and use
the stickiness to coat the rim in
kosher salt.
Add the cocktail mix to the glass with
ice cubes and sparkling water if you
prefer it fizzy.

1.

2.

3.

3 oz red grapefruit juice
1 ½ oz tequila
½ oz lime juice
1tsp stevia sweetener

Sparkling water
Kosher salt
Ice cubes

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Red grapefruit, tequila and a
touch of lime juice, getting
hungover with a paloma is
virtually impossible. The fruity
respite of a tart, bitter grapefruit
provides perfect solace for the
bright, earthy, agave nectar
tequila in this cocktail. Tasting
jovial celebration, it’s no surprise
that the paloma gets its name
from a beautiful folk song of the
same name that went on to inspire
the Beatles to write “Yesterday”.

Tequila is widely regarded as the
world’s healthiest spirit, acting as
a probiotic, hangover preventing,
cureall. As much as that’s an over
exaggeration of what you can
expect, there is a certain truth to
it, and with a relatively low sugar
content and calorie count, this
cocktail stays healthy and keeps
you happy. Importantly, red or
pink grapefruit should be used for
juice since they provide a
sweetness that could be lacking,
considering that the only
sweetener within this recipe is
stevia. A salty rim can give your drink the kick you

need to stay awake on a long night of home
entertainment. Enjoy the frivolities of a light-
hearted evening with a light-bodied drink
and a jovial Mexican theme. Prone to giving
a drinker a warm fuzzy feeling, no situation
is ever worsened by a paloma on the rocks.

PALOMA
CALORIES: 143  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine all ingredients excluding the
basil leaf in a mixing pitcher, shaking
the contents until slightly frothy.
Pour the mixture into your cocktail
glass, making sure to sieve out the
ice.
Garnish with an optional basil leaf to
accentuate the vodka taste.

1.

2.

3.

2 oz vodka
1 oz lime juice
1 oz water
½ tsp stevia sweetener
Ice cubes

Basil leaf

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

One of the simplest cocktails you
can make, the simplicity of the
humble gimlet is almost poetic.
Like the tool for drilling holes it
was named after, the vodka
gimlet has a way of drilling its
powerful creamy aroma into its
receiving consumer. With a drink
blessed by such simplicity, you’ll
find choosing the right brand of
alcohol crucial. The signs of cheap
vodka are of tastelessness, lack
of distinctive aromas, and a
bodega price tag. The right vodka,
whether it’s been sourced by
berries, rye, grain or molasses,
should overpower the taste of
lime juice and contribute to both
the taste and aftertaste of the
cocktail. Sparky, grainy notes with
a creamy, nutty aroma are to be
expected from traditional barley
vodka.

Gimlets are often sweetened and
so, by adding half a teaspoon of
stevia sweetener, you’re getting
all of the sweet flavoring with
none of the caloric drawbacks. At
135 calories per serving, it’s a
simple drink with an easy fix,
here’s how you make it.

And with that, you’re combining the
complexity of a well-made vodka and
complementing it with a citrusy, zesty lemon
juice, fit for a home tarot invitational or a
long night of entertainment and chats.
Robust, and vigorous, let the bitter acidic
taste of an evening gimlet cradle your palate
on a homebound recreational weekend.

GIMLET
CALORIES: 135.5  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine vodka, orange juice and a
series of cut orange slices into the
cup of your choice.
Stir the ingredients until the mixture
is combined using a screwdriver for
authenticity!
Garnish the glass with any additional
orange slices and serve with ice
cubes to keep the drink cold.

1.

2.

3.

2 oz vodka
3 oz orange juice
Orange slices
Ice cubes

DIRECTIONS:

The 19th century in America
represented an era when time
was money, and money was oil.
Brokering deals with the middle-
east, American oil-rig workers
quickly became tired of the Saudi
Arabian ban on alcohol. Sneaking
vodka onto ships and stirring it
into their orange juice with a
screwdriver, this time-old cocktail
later made its way back onto US
soil alongside the returning rig
workers. A drink born out of
convenience, the screwdriver can
easily hold its own at any upper
class resort and hotel. The cream,
pepper and spiced flavor of the
vodka works in perfect unison
with the zesty aroma of freshly
squeezed orange juice. A
refreshing summer season
cocktail, it’s a drink you can easily
enjoy from the comfort of your
own home without kit nor
kerboodle.

And there you have it. In just about a minute
or two, you can taste the nutty, creamy,
citrusy pleasures of a chilled screwdriver
without even breaking Saudi Arabian
prohibition laws. A mouthwatering thirst-
quenching beverage, you’ll be happy to hear
that a healthy serving of this cocktail only
reaches about 170 calories.

SCREWDRIVER
CALORIES: 170  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Combine all of the liquid ingredients
into a mixing pitcher and shake until
homogenous. Pour the mixture into
the glass of your choice.
Hold a large piece of orange zest
over the drink, waving it around a lit
match to extract its oils and juices.
Drop the zest into the drink for a
citrusy addition.

1.

2.

1 ½ oz lemon vodka
1 oz cranberry juice
½ oz triple sec
⅓ oz lime juice

Orange zest

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Sweet sour, iconic, classy, the
cosmopolitan is an easy-to-order
universally available drink you can
get at pretty much any bar in the
country. With its signature pink
hue, this cocktail has tart flavoring
owing to the cranberry juice
within it. If you want a simple,
acidic, sweet and citrusy yet
healthy go-to drink when you’re
out for a night on the town, give
this classic 1930s beverage a
spin! Ordering a cosmo is easy,
but some bartenders can often
use non-citrus lemon vodka, so
specifying the citrus aspect when
you ask for the drink can be of
great help for those behind the
counter.

COSMOPOLITAN
CALORIES: 161  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour all of the ingredients other than
the sparkling water into your mixing
pitcher, shaking for a little under 30
seconds to combine.
Pour the mixture into the cocktail
glass topping it off with an optional
splash of sparkling water. Serve
immediately.

1.

2.

¼ cup frozen pineapple chunks
5 oz coconut water
1 ½ oz coconut rum

Splash of sparkling water

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Whether it’s at a poolside resort or
in the confines of a snug local bar,
the fruity and exotic pina colada
provides sweet, refreshing respite
from the thinned and bitter spirits
on most menus. Today’s pina
colada is a cocktail prone to a
series of spin-offs and alterations,
so make sure you specify that you
want the classic kind. You’ll also
want to help the barkeep by
specifying whether you want your
drink blended or shaken with ice,
but that’s your call to make.

PINA COLADA
CALORIES: 129  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour the peach puree into a
champagne flute first, and gradually
add the prosecco, making sure that it
enters the glass slowly and smoothly.

1.

3 oz peach puree
4 ½ oz prosecco

DIRECTIONS:

A paragon of ancient European
cocktails, the all but subtle peach
bellini is a distinguished yet
common component of any
respectable bar’s arsenal.
Ordering the drink is simple, ask
for a bellini and get one in a
matter of seconds. With 2
ingredients, you’re getting a
delectably sweet, nectar rich
drink with all the luxuries of a
light-bodied, fresh and aromatic
prosecco.

BELLINI
CALORIES: 143  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour equal portions of campari and
sweet vermouth into a highball glass,
stirring lightly to combine.
Serve the drink with an orange
wedge garnish and a soda bottle on
the side to taste.

1.

2.

1 ¼ oz campari
1 ¼ oz sweet vermouth
Ice
¾ cup soda water

Orange Wedge

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

What better way to complement
the fruity, bitter and complex
flavor profile of an Italian campari
than with a herbal and tangy
ounce or two of sweet vermouth?
Offering a taste that lingers on the
tongue, the cinnamon, clove and
menthol undertones of the
Americano cocktail are
mouthwatering refreshment
available in high demand and
supply in almost every bar in
America. Order an Americano on
the rocks, you’ll know you’re in the
right place if you don’t get handed
a coffee!

AMERICANO
CALORIES: 91  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Damp the rim of a glass with water,
and dab salt onto the wet areas.
Fill the glass with ice cubes.
Add the vodka, vegetable juice,
worcestershire and hot pepper sauce
to a mixing pitcher, shaking
vigorously to make sure the
ingredients combine.
Strain the mixture into the salty
cocktail glass and garnish it with 2
stuffed green olives on a toothpick
for style points.

1.

2.
3.

4.

1 tsp sea salt
1 cup ice cubes
1 ½ oz vodka
¾ spicy tomato vegetable juice
2 dashes worcestershire sauce
1 dash of hot pepper sauce
1 stalk celery

2 stuffed green olives

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

The flavor of a spiced Bloody
Mary can easily catch you off
guard if you’re used to the usual,
run-of-the-mill cocktail available.
Containing a myriad of spices,
herbs and hot sauce, the salty and
savory flavor of this cocktail can
offer those lacking a sweet tooth
a saving grace in the cocktail
world. This drink is often served,
not only at bars but brunches,
lunches and afternoon affairs, so
feel free to ask your server for a
bloody mary on the rocks
regardless of the establishment.

BLOODY MARY
CALORIES: 141  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Fill the bed of the glass of your
choice with ice. Add the chilled
prosecco, aperol and club soda,
stirring gently to combine.
Garnish the drink by adding a few
optional thick orange slices into the
drink and serve while still cold.

1.

2.

4 oz prosecco
2 ⅔ oz aperol
2 ⅔ oz club soda

2-3 Orange slices

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

This celebrated Lombardy
specialty is a brilliant decision for
cocktail neophytes and
newcomers. Sweet and fizzy with
a minor bitter rhubarb backtaste,
an Aperol Spritz is a ubiquitous
drink with an infallible reputation.
This cocktail is often referred to
as a Spritz Veneziano or
mononymously as Spritz so be
mindful that you might need to
change your order depending on
where you’re ordering it from.

APEROL SPRITZ
CALORIES: 173  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour the champagne or prosecco of
your choice into a cocktail glass.
Next, add the orange juice, make
sure that it enters the drink gradually
and without a splash for optimum
taste.

1.

2.

4 ½ oz champagne/prosecco
⅔ cup orange juice

DIRECTIONS:

Don’t let the simple ingredient list
fool you; the mimosa is an
illustrious, ambrosian cocktail fit
for both prestigious and casual
events alike. Containing
champagne and orange juice,
you’re receiving subtle notes of
almonds, peaches and cherries
packaged in a bubbly yet smooth
and aromatic citrus cocktail.
You’re going to want to specify
getting your mimosa straight up
and stirred, not shaken, unless
your personal preferences dictate
otherwise. Asking for it neat might
suit better for a colder night
whereas dog days might prompt
an icy on the rocks specification.

MIMOSA
CALORIES: 147  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Use ice to fill the bed of a highball
glass. Add the gin, lime juice and
soda in that order, and stir gently to
make sure the fizziness of the drink
remains.
Garnish the rim of the glass with a
stylish lime wedge and serve while
still cold.

1.

2.

2 oz gin
¾ oz lime juice
4 oz club soda

Lime wedge

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Cousin of the mojito, this highball
gin concoction is a staple of any
respectable bar’s drinks card.
With lime gin and club soda,
you’ve got yourself a sweet, acid,
zesty and easily accessible
cocktail, healthy and cheap
enough to buy free of guilt with
small change. The rickey can
contain either bourbon or gin, so
make sure to specify which one
you mean when you’re ordering to
take your bartender’s guesswork
out of the equation.

GIN RICKEY
CALORIES: 154  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add ice to a highball glass alongside
seltzer and equal parts gin and tonic
water. Make sure you pour the tonic
slowly to maintain its fizz.
Place a twisted lemon peel or slice in
the cocktail to garnish the drink. Pour
in a dash of lemon juice, stirring to
combine its contents.

1.

2.

⅓ cup ice cubes
1 ½ oz gin
1 ½ oz tonic water
1 oz seltzer
Dash of lemon juice

Lemon peel/slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

As the old adage goes, when life
gives you lemons, you make a
citrus gin and tonic on the rocks.
Bold and age-old, gin and tonic
success speaks volumes about
what kind of a drink it is. Easily
accessible, widespread, bright
and zesty, you’re getting a
straightforward drink without
damaging the calorie bank. When
getting one of these at the bar, it’s
simple as saying the word and
starting a tab, no need to worry
about getting a regional variation
or a taste wildly different to what
you’re used to. Gin’s gin, don’t
stress it!

GIN & TONIC
CALORIES: 113  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Fill a highball glass with ice cubes.
Pour the vodka, cranberry juice and
peach schnapps into the mixing
pitcher and stir gently to combine.
Add the mixed contents to the glass
and juice the orange into it promptly
afterwards.
Garnish the drink with an optional
cherry and additional orange slice to
give it a summer look.

1.

2.

3.

⅔ oz vodka
⅓ oz peach schnapps 
1 orange
Ice cubes
⅔ oz cranberry juice

Cherry
Additional orange slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Lewd but diabolically good, sex on
the beach is a cocktail with a
peachy, bright, zesty flavor,
working as a great portent for a
night on the town of any nature.
Containing both orange and
cranberry juice, this cocktail’s
flavor is extremely fruity and
acidic, combining adeptly with the
contrasting rye and pine
undertones of the vodka within it.
Though a sex on the beach
probably becomes more popular
near a sunny shore, you’re sure to
find one of these a thousand miles
inland too. Get this drink served
on the rocks on your next night
out and note that if you’re pining
for a smaller portion, you can get
it served as a “shooter”.

SEX ON THE BEACH
CALORIES: 92  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour all of the ingredients other than
the lemon slice and diet coke into
your mixing pitcher, shaking
thoroughly to combine.
Strain the contents into the glass of
your choice, adding the diet coke
and stirring gently until the drink is
homogenous.
Add a lemon slice or zest to the rim
of the glass and serve before the ice
dilutes the drink.

1.

2.

3.

½ oz tequila
½ oz vodka
½ oz rum
½ oz gin
⅛ tsp orange extract
1 ½ oz sweet and sour mix
1 cup ice cubes
2 ½ oz diet coke

Lemon slice/wedge for garnish

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

With a dizzying alcohol content,
don’t let the highball glass fool
you into thinking the long island
iced tea is a mild drink. Tequila,
vodka, rum and gin, a bar(ber)
shop quartet sure to knock you
wobbly, gives this drink its nutty,
piney and all but subtle
intoxicating aroma. If you’re trying
to keep your waistline in check, it
might be a good idea to specify
getting a diet long island iced tea,
where they replace the coke in
your drink with a sugar-free
alternative.

LONG ISLAND ICED TEA
CALORIES: 139  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add all of the liquid ingredients to a
mixing pitcher, shaking the contents
to combine.
Place ice on the bed of a cocktail
glass of your choice and pour the
cocktail mixture onto it.
Garnish the drink with an optional
maraschino cherry for an aesthetic,
professional look.

1.

2.

3.

1 ½ oz orange juice
1 ½ oz pineapple juice
⅓ oz lime juice
⅓ oz rum
⅓ oz dark rum
¾ oz grenadine
Ice cubes

Maraschino cherry or pineapple
wedge for garnish

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

If you harken back to the simple
high school prom, spiked punch
cliche, then this drink spins that
situation in the most delectable
way possible. 

Lime, pineapple, grenadine,
orange, it’s a healthy, saccharin,
alcoholic fruit salad with a cherry
on top, what’s not to like. 

This drink is probably one of the
lesser known recipes on this list,
but you’ll still find it’s influence in
bars all across the nation, order
one of these on the rocks and let
yourself be blown away!

RUM PUNCH
CALORIES: 149  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Fill a large glass of your choice with
ice, pouring the cranberry juice and
vodka over it.
Line the rim of the glass with
sparkling grapefruit soda and garnish
the drink with an optional lime slice.

1.

2.

3 oz cranberry juice
1 ½ oz vodka
Dash of grapefruit soda

Lime Slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

A tropical, herbaceous drink with
a thinned but smooth texture, the
seafarer’s favorite cocktail,
remains, for good reason, the
vodka sea breeze. Though the
drink might not exude suave
opulence, it’s a standard, delicious
everyday man’s cocktail. With a
simple lime slice garnish and a 100
calorie per serving count, you’ve
got yourself an affordable you can
order worldwide. Make sure you
specify that you want a vodka sea
breeze, the original recipe used
gin, which might taste even
better, who knows!

SEA BREEZE
CALORIES: 100  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Fill a highball glass to the brim with
ice cubes.
Pour the whiskey and ginger ale
gently into it, stirring to combine.

1.

2.

2 oz whiskey
5 oz ginger ale
Ice cubes

DIRECTIONS:

A whiskey highball in a highball
glass, you’ll be glad to hear this
cocktail’s taste is far more unique
than its name. Whiskey, more
often than not, is paired with
bitter, subdued flavors and
aromas, causing the drink to feel
inaccessible and holier than thou.
This whiskey highball breaks the
curse though, conjuring a fizzy,
lively, smoky, spicy tang that puts
much more pep in your step than
an austere manhattan. Get one of
these, making sure to specify a
diet whiskey highball to make sure
you keep the calorie count low.

WHISKEY HIGHBALL
CALORIES: 142  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Fill an old fashioned cocktail glass
with ice cubes.
Gently add the scotch whiskey and
club soda, making sure that the drink
keeps it’s bubbliness. Stir gently and
serve immediately.

1.

2.

2 oz scotch whiskey
4 oz club soda
Ice cubes

DIRECTIONS:

2 ingredients and a less than 10
second preparation, rush or no
rush, you can count on a trusty
scotch and soda to complement
your evening out. Favored by
those that prefer the seaweed,
brine and apple flavor profile of a
neat scotch to other whiskeys,
you’ll find solace in the drink’s
mild, yet bright overtones. Get
this tumbler type cocktail served
neat in Winter, straight up in
Autumn and on the rocks in a
heatwave!

SCOTCH AND SODA
CALORIES: 142  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Put your pomegranate juice and
vodka into a mixing pitcher, shaking
thoroughly to combine.
Pour the mixture into a cocktail glass
with the champagne and ice cube,
stirring the cocktail gently.
Place a sprig of rosemary on the
drink as a garnish and serve while
still cold.

1.

2.

3.

1 ⅓ oz pomegranate juice
⅔ oz vodka
2 ⅔ oz champagne
1 Ice cube

Fresh rosemary
Pomegranate seeds

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

The nectar of a patrician, the
muse of celebration and the mark
of a great night, the champagne
cocktail is a sumptuous drink and
just about the poshest thing to
ever happen to a bottle of vodka.
With the exotic tang of
pomegranate contrasting with the
subdued grainy and thick texture
of vodka, you’re getting a rich
flavor available everywhere. Order
one of these straight up on your
next evening out, it won’t
disappoint!

CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL
CALORIES: 91  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Pour the ice, apple brandy, lemon
juice and grenadine into a mixing
pitcher, shaking thoroughly to
combine.
Strain the cocktail into the glass of
your choice and serve before the ice
melts.

1.

2.

1 cup crushed Ice
1 ⅓ oz apple brandy
⅔ oz lemon juice
⅓ oz grenadine
apple slices for garnish

DIRECTIONS:

One of the more eloquent brandy-
based drinks of this world is a
fruity Jack Rose, a basic but
elaborate drink of high regard.
You might not find as many of
these around as you used to, but,
despite falling a little out of
fashion, it remains an East coast
speciality and a West coast treat.
If you get the opportunity to try
this rary-but-goodie, don’t miss
out, order it straight up with a
designated driver side and no ice.

JACK ROSE
CALORIES: 157  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Place a cocktail glass in the freezer
for about 5 minutes or fill it with ice
cubes.
Pour the alcoholic elements of the
drink into a mixing pitcher with ice,
shaking and then straining the
contents into your chilled cocktail
glass.
Garnish the drink with a twisted
orange peel for a suave finish.

1.

2.

3.

1 ½ oz bourbon
¾ oz sweet vermouth
¾ oz campari

Orange peel
Ice cubes

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Served either neat in a stemmed
glass or on the rocks in an old
fashioned glass with a large
commanding ice sphere and an
ornamental orange peel, the
boulevardier manages to fit both
high repute and affordability into
one drink.

When you order this cocktail, you
get a smooth, medium body with
all of the herbaceous, nutty and
sweet aromas present in the
bourbon, vermouth and campari
triad. 

With nationwide recognition, you’ll
be sure to find one of these in any
alehouse, roadhouse or bar you
frequent.

BOULEVARDIER
CALORIES: 164  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Add ice cubes, 1 part rum and 3 parts
coke to a lowball glass.
Squeeze half a lime into the glass
and garnish the rim with an additional
lime slice.

1.

2.

1 oz rum
3 oz coke
½ a lime
Ice cubes

Additional lime slice

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

Known as the second most
popular alcoholic drink on the
planet, better known as rum and
coke, the cuba libre is a
universally delicious cocktail.
Balancing convenience and the
complexity of a fine spiced rum,
the caramel and molasses
combination this drink provides is
irreplicable and a testament to its
acclaim. For a healthy spin on the
drink, make sure you order a
“diet” cuba libre or rum and coke,
that’ll give you a sugar free
alternative while avoiding the
pungency of untethered rum.

CUBA LIBRE
CALORIES: 108.3  •  SERVINGS: 1
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INGREDIENTS:

Place a tumbler in the freezer for 10
minutes. Remove and pour in the
absinthe. The alcohol should begin to
coat the glass, so tip away the
remaining liquid remains.
Add the other liquid ingredients to a
mixing pitcher, shaking thoroughly to
combine.
Strain the whiskey cognac and
bitters into the tumbler, garnishing
with an optional twisted lemon peel.

1.

2.

3.

2 drops absinthe
1 oz rye whiskey
1 oz cognac
2 drops Peychaud’s bitters
1 tsp sugar syrup

Lemon peel

Optional:

DIRECTIONS:

A drink tainted with the irresistible
licorice anise of absinthe, the
cognac and whiskey sazerac is a
staple on any respectable
establishment’s menu. It’s a real
love it or hate it type cocktail like
a sambuca, ouzo or pastis,
offering a bittersweet palate and
caramelised leather flavor profile.
Order this New Orleans icon
straight up with a lemon peel
garnish for a smooth, sugary
intoxicant to give your night the
excitement and refinement you
know it needs.

SAZERAC
CALORIES: 119  •  SERVINGS: 1
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Every bar needs a good cocktail shaker. Used to mix still 
drinks, it’s a safe investment that’s sure to get plenty of 
use no matter your cocktail preference.

From margaritas to mai tais, this trusty pitcher is the 
ultimate sidekick for any delectable cocktail, and can 
even act as a wingman if you hone your mixology tricks 
enough.

Now, in case you’re wondering why not just stir everything 
instead, there’s a reason... Interestingly, cocktail shakers
aren’t only used to combine elements, but also to chill them. 
Components like cream, egg or juices need to stay around freezing 
point to taste their best.

A poorly mixed cocktail is one that fails to mask the bitter, pungent back taste of
warm ethanol. So, if you’re serious about starting your journey towards mixology
mastership, take your first step behind the counter and get yourself a sturdy, stainless
steel cocktail shaker.

There’s nothing worse than ordering a mild mojito only to
find that it tastes of fizzy vodka or, worse yet, finishing
your 3rd Negroni and realizing you’re still sober. If you’ve
ever found yourself in a similar situation, that’s probably
because your bartender doesn’t own a set of jiggers.

A standard jigger is a measuring cup that sizes up to
anywhere between half an ounce to five times that
amount and it’s a must for any respectable barkeep.
Regardless of the occasion or the cocktail that goes with
it, you’re going to need at least one of these. 
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EQUIPMENT

Shaker

If you’re not an alcohol aficionado, your knowledge of bartending tools probably starts
and stops with the cocktail shaker. And though that’s a good start, you’ve got a long
way to go before you can claim “cocktail connoisseur” status.

Jigger



Much neglected in the bartending world, the humble cocktail strainer is an
indispensable part of every pub that knows what they’re doing. 
Used to remove the ice added to your mixing pitcher, 
strainers are vital if you want your cocktail served neat 
or straight-up.

Come the cold Winter month of December you’ll be 
ever so grateful for having the option to drink your 
Old Fashioned ice-free. If you want to step it up a 
notch, make sure you get both the Julep and 
Hawthorne strainer strains.

Though no one would bat an eyelid if you just chose to sport 1 of the 2, both
variations have their own pros and cons. Hawthornes have a vintage look, offering
your kitchen a debonair 1920s atmosphere.

That said, Julep strainers are easier to use and less fragile, so if you’ve not got the
time to familiarize yourself with the chinks and chains of a Hawthorne, you might want
to opt, at first, with the Julep.

A modern day mortar and pestle, the muddler is a great addition
to any self-respecting kitchen. Used to crush fruit, sugar and 
herbs, if you enjoy your cocktails for their citrus, herbaceous
tang, getting one of these is a complete no-brainer.

Mint julep, mojito, old fashioned, caipirinha, no matter your 
preference, using a muddler to release the flavorful oils of 
your cocktail contents is sure to bring an intensity of taste 
unseen in your previous homemade cocktails.

Using a spoon, fork or whatever DIY alternative you can 
think of just won’t cut it. If you want to be the hostess 
with the mostest, this bartender’s tool is going to set the 
bar high for other home-bars.
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Convenient, cheap, aesthetic, there’s no reason why you shouldn’t stock up. Not only
do they work for drinks, but if you’re behind on cleaning the measuring jug, a big jigger
does the trick just as well. So if you’re struggling to dose your shots well, buy a
standard jigger set and store it in open view to give your home-bar the authentic,
classy look you know it deserves.

Strainer

Muddler



James Bond may like his Martinis shaken, but if you want yours 
stirred, you’re going to need a bar spoon. Drinks with fizz need
to be handled delicately to make sure they stay carbonated and 
can’t be shaken, dropped or jolted. Yes, a normal spoon can be 
used to mix your liquids, but bar spoons can do much more than 
just that.

Drinks like champagne, prosecco or coke can be aggressively 
bubbly, causing indigestion and stomach aches. This paraphernalia 
aims to shake out the excess bubbles in drinks to make sure the 
pep in your cocktail isn’t too overwhelming.

Plus, one of these can carry exactly 5 milliliters of drink, a dose 
that features in almost every cocktail recipe. Built to have a long, elegant, lavish frame
and often decorated with a winding spiral structure, bar spoons offer a sophistication
to your bar and the drinks you make with it.

If you invest in any series of these items, make sure they match, and that you display
them neatly and proudly behind the counter.
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Bar Spoon

ALCOHOL
It goes without saying that any cocktail kit is incomplete without a stocked up alcohol
cupboard.

Though it’s true to say that depleting those stores is the fun part, the more the
drawers brim with liquor, the more fun it is to empty them.

The average cocktail uses a mixer to take away the punch that alcohol packs, so
make sure that your cupboards comprise primarily of rich, flavorful spirits and
liqueurs. That isn’t to say, however, that light brews should be neglected either.

A rookie mistake often made is to buy much too much of one and omit the other.
Alcohol is your bar’s piece de la resistance and if you nail this aspect well enough, its
intoxicating charm might just cover up shortcomings in other areas.



As far as spirits go, you won’t find a more versatile cocktail base than vodka. With its
subtle undertones and smooth texture, it’ll enhance the flavor of pretty much anything
you put with it. Vodka, though strong and spirited, isn’t overwhelming to the palate,
featuring in Moscow mules, gimlets and everything in-between.

With this spirit, you get what you buy. There’s only really 3 types available, plain, fruit
and flavored. You’ll want to stock up on plain rye vodka, as it’s the most versatile and
usually the healthiest.

Other than that, getting one flavored with lemon can offer an authentic citrus tang to
your fruitier cocktails.
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Vodka

Spiced, dark, white, cachaca, pale, navy and aged, rum’s the word when it comes to
knowing your way around what these different spirits offer. 

Luckily enough, all that jargon boils down to 2 main types, light and dark. You’ll want
to get one of both as they provide entirely separate flavor profiles that lend
themselves completely differently to the cocktails they comprise.

Aged or not, rum is rum and it’s derived from molasses. That makes it sweet and
flavored like roasted sugar no matter what. The difference between the two main
types is that light rum has been thoroughly processed to have a smooth, light and
refined flavor.

Comparatively, you’ll find solace in the spiced, malty, caramel-like, aged taste of dark
rum. On average, dark rum costs significantly more, but with its dominating presence
and sweet savory combination, it’s a definite safe investment.

Rum

Made to suit delicate, picky palates, it’s important to pick the right whiskey. This one’s
a little up to personal preference. Some people prefer a malty aged Bourbon while
others side with the pine notes of smooth rye whiskey.

Importantly, don’t forget that your guests have taste buds too. What picks your fancy
might just make others wretch, so ensure you’ve got the visitor’s order in mind.
Ideally, you buy 3 bottles that offer 3 separate flavors, notes and bodies, allowing you
to cover all flavor preference bases.

And in a perfect world, you’d be shelving scotch, rye, and bourbon whiskey. This
gives you the choice of various ages, complexities and depths of flavor. Whether your
guest is sweet, sour or bitter-toothed, the full, complex, sobering yet inebriating tones
at your disposal are sure to pick their itch.

Whiskey



One of the healthiest of the spirits, a good gin is characterized by its spiced nutmeg
and juniper taste. It’s important to invest in quality gin as opposed to vodka seeing as
it carries a lot of the flavor of the cocktails it features in.

London dry gin is a safe bet if you’re on the market for quality alcohol. This label
ensures that the drink is high quality and has been intricately distilled to give it that
iconic bitter, piney, bity taste.

Taking this stuff neat isn’t advised but you’ll find a million simple recipes that use gin
as a component to a delicious cocktail.
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Gin

More of a blanket term than a strict alcohol strand, alcoholic bitters are often
overlooked and shirked by bars, both amateur and professional. And, admittedly,
you’re not going to find a cocktail that uses this as its primary alcohol. Nevertheless,
the bitter, botanical, complete flavor you get with these is both irreplicable and
irresistible.

When you get bitters, they last a long time, so don’t feel scared to plant your hand a
little deeper into your wallet when you buy a bottle. The most popular infusions tend
to be Angostura and orange so pick your poison to please the clientele.

Bitters

Though wine cocktails seem like a rare combination, you’ll quickly find a sprawling
metropolis of choices and concoctions. For one, the peach bellini, a cocktail with a
swank, haute couture reputation, uses prosecco as its primary ingredient.

White wine in your fridge and red wine in the cellar is good prep but bear in mind,
these are seldom used for cocktails. What you really need to stay in the market for is
champagne, prosecco and vermouth.

Though slightly on the pricey side, if you’ve ever had these drinks, you’ll know their
high esteem fits the bill.

With the bubbly, almond and white cherry flavoring of a fine champagne, the
dominant honeysuckle and peach aromas of prosecco and the bright, floral tang of
vermouth, you’ll need one of each of these wines for your home bar.

Make sure to get both a dry and sweet vermouth, both variations are very different in
taste and play to different strengths.

Wine and Vermouth



Once all of those bases have been covered, you can sleep safe knowing that no one’s
going home sad or sober from your house anytime soon. But, if you want to go the
extra mile, a few additional purchases wouldn’t go amiss.

Triple sec and cointreau open the door to a handful of iconic cocktails such as the
classy cosmopolitan. If margaritas are more your speed, then make sure the
cupboards are stocked with quality golden brown Mexican tequila, adding a sweet
blue agave zing to your cocktail repertoire.
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A spirit without a mixer is like being on a ship without a sail. You’ll get through the
night, but it won’t be fun, and you’ll wake up pretty seasick. Whether it’s a lavish
garnish or a fizzy seltzer, you won’t regret putting a little pocket change into
perfecting your home-bar experience.

You can’t claim to have a serious pub business without a good selection of juices. A
strong citrus base is the key to almost all modern day cocktails and a kitchen devout
of orange, lime, lemon or even grapefruit juice simply won’t do.

The respite that an acidic, fruity base provides is irreplaceable and works perfectly in
unison with a cooled spirit and mini umbrella to provide you with an intense, sugary,
beachside summer cocktail.

Squeezing your own fruit and veg is a plus but definitely not necessary. If you want a
more intense flavor, or the recipe requires it, consider buying yourself fruit extract
that can give your drink that extra flavor potency it deserves.

Juices

MIXERS

The simple addition of a cherry, orange zest or lime slice to top your drink is what
separates the pros from the prairie. Though these do expire quite fast and so storing
them in cupboards long term isn’t the greatest idea, a little thinking ahead of time for
the cocktails you might make is a sure-fire way to flaunt expert attention to detail.

All you need at the garnish station is a couple of fruits. Oranges, limes, lemons,
strawberries and the optional dill pickle for bloody mary enthusiasts and you’re right
on track for making your cocktails look as good as they taste.

Plus, with all these fruits, new doors to different cocktails open up such as strawberry
daiquiris and lime mojitos.

Garnishes



The older the cocktail, the unhealthier it tends to be, and unfortunately, most of the
drinks on a bar’s menu predate the civil war.

Luckily enough, at home, you’re the one making the decisions, and with a tinge of
improvisation, you’ll be able to make even the sweetest of beverages into a healthy
saccharin feast of the senses.

Though “diet” alternatives to fizzy sodas can get a bad rap, in moderation, they act as
great alternatives to the tooth-rotting original. Getting some diet coke and ginger ale
for your cuba libre or whiskey highball means none of the calories and all the flavor.

The most important ingredient however, is stevia sweetener. You’ll find this natural
herb feature in almost half of your cocktails with its sweet, sugary yet healthy flavor.
Cocktails like mint juleps and mojito need almost a packet of this stuff each to
maintain their bitter and sweet flavor profile.

As it turns out, if you count your calories and belt notches, it’s probably more
important to keep this stocked up than the alcohol you have with it.
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Sugar Free Substitutes

Once you’ve covered all things sweet, fruity and alcoholic, it’s important to take note
of fizz and the other primary flavors. You’ll want to make sure to keep a good amount
of olives for your garnish as well as mint sprigs for a little extra herbaceous flavor in
the cocktail of your choice.

As for sparkling drinks, getting a bottle each of seltzer, sparkling water and tonic
should do the trick just fine. You’ll notice, though sharing a similar effervescence, that
each of these fizzy waters lend themselves differently to the drinks they are
components of.

Add to that a pinch of cinnamon, nutmeg and a bonus spice of your own volition and
you’ve got yourself a kit fit for kings.

Other Must-haves
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So, you’ve got your ingredients and tools, now all you need is an adequate vessel.
Cocktails can be served in a dozen different glasses and knowing the cup for the
cocktail is a skill in its own right.

This step might be the only one that doesn’t change taste, but that doesn’t mean it’s
not important. Matching the right glass to the occasion shows your guests that
presentation matters just as much as taste does.

GLASSWARE

Short tumblers that hold a lot, old fashioned glasses
are both practical and intricate. Available in a
multitude of patterns, make sure you’ve got a set of
these handy for formal occasions. Whether you opt
for a plain, crystalline or Soho motif, make sure your
glasses match with each other.

It’s important that, whenever you make a purchase,
to take into account your bar’s theme and aesthetic.
Pretty cups go well alone, but can stand out like a
sore thumb in the wrong context.

Old Fashioned

Born from the smoke of the New Orleans jazz scene and
perfected on the polished countertops of the Hilton,
sling cocktail glasses aren’t too often seen, but when
they are, it’s the sign of a good time. With a thick neck
and rounded base, they have an appearance midway
between a wine-glass and a highball.

Their existence is inextricably linked with the Singapore
sling cocktail with the long, narrow flute-like body
showing off a gracious gradient of colors present within
the drink. You’re going to need one of these if you enjoy
fruity, mild and not-so-serious beverages.

The more vibrant the cocktail, the better it tastes in a
sling glass!

Sling

Traditional, bold, firm, you’ll usually use an old fashioned for strong, spirited drinks
that reminisce a former roaring 20s glory.



Just like the old fashioned is to be served in its glass
namesake, so is the Tom Collins. A tall narrow tumbler
made for mild, citrusy drinks, this is a simple cup that lets
the cocktail speak for itself. You can find one of these
almost everywhere and its simplicity can often lead
people to use it as a water-for-dinner glass.

On the other hand, getting one of these doesn’t
necessarily have to be so bland. Though traditionally
made plain, straightforward and devoid of decoration,
you can easily opt for a crystalline or Soho inspired look
to serve those drinks that have a little more pizzazz.
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Collins

There’s nothing more iconic than a Moscow mule
served in a brass or copper mug. Authentic,
exciting and flashy, this glass might not go well
with many cocktails, but if you ever get the
chance to make a Moscow mule, this cup gives it
that wow factor it deserves.

When getting one of these, make sure the insides
are plated with some sort of protective coating.
The original design of these mugs allowed for the
acidity of cocktails to dissolve copper into their
drinks and potentially poison consumers. Luckily
enough, you won’t find that problem in the
modern day, it’s safe, unique and great on
display!

Copper Mug

Stemware
For fancy feasts and nights in, whether you’re using a coupe, martini or balloon glass,
not only are these eccentric accessories giving your evening a touch of authenticity,
their smart stem mechanism enhances taste and drinking experience on the whole.

These glasses are built with the purpose of holding your cocktail contents high above
the table so that they aren’t warmed by either your hand or what they’re placed on.
Given the insipid back taste of warm alcohol, it’s a much better idea to serve your
cocktails cold, so getting a set of these is a great plan of action to tackle that.

Make sure you get a coupe for boulevardier and daiquiri cocktails. The straight-edged
alternative to this, the martini glass, is used for manhattans, cosmopolitans and its
own namesake, the martini, shaken not stirred.



As for balloon glasses, if you’re a cocktail only kind of person, you need not worry
about it, but if you serve your meals with a side of red wine these are the sommelier’s
top picks!

And finally, finish the collection off with a champagne flute set for your most
extravagant bellini, mimosa and champagne cocktail nights in.

Once you’ve ticked off each item on this list, you’re free to reap the rewards of your
toil. Put your feet up on the counter and begin your journey to find which cocktail is
your personal favorite.

Now, all you need to do is learn mixology, small-talk, glass etiquette, stay stocked up
on perishables and alcohol and you’re free to go. Needless to say, it’s not an easy task
to maintain your bar’s pristine complexion, decor and stock. But don’t let that
dissuade you from wearing in its hinges and raising a glass to bars, brews, booze and
good news!
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